FE260-175

Retenedor electromagnético de 400N para montaje en suelo/pared con pulsador de
desbloqueo.
General
The FE260-175 is a floor/wall mount door holder with a universal
adjustable tube with a reach of 175 mm when used in 180°
configuration and 150 mm used in 90° configuration. Which offers a
400N holding force and a release button.

Magnet construction
The magnet is constructed with a pressed coil and anti-remenance pin,
giving it a protection of IP54. The protection diodes are integrated into
this construction.

Adjustable
The “head” of the FE260-175 allow for two mounting options. The first
being the 180° configuration, which is normally used when the door
holder is mounted on the wall. In this configuration, the magnet is
located “on-top” of the tube.
And the second configuration being the 90° configuration, which is
normally used when the door holder is mounted on the ground. In this
configuration, the magnet is located on the “side” of the tube, as
shown in the picture.
To allow for even more flexibility, the tube can also be cut shorter to
match the exact distance required.

Installer friendly
- For practical ease of installation, the door holder comes complete
with electrical screw terminals.
- The base is predrilled in a practical, standard format for rapid
mounting.
- The door holder is supplied complete with a keeper plate, which offer
angular adjustment.

Approvals
The FE260-175 is fully approved according to EN1155.

Details
Low power - 1.6 W
400 N holding force
Anti-remnant ejector
Spark suppression diode and reverse polarity protection
Release button
EN1155 approved
Adjustable
Keeper plate included
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Technical specifications

As a company of innovation, UTC Fire & Security reserves the right to change product specifications
without notice. For the latest product specifications, visit UTC Fire & Security online or contact your
sales representative.
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